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Motivated by the desire to make the software as intuitive and responsive to the user as
possible, I am always enthusiastic about improving the code. I love getting a feature to be
fun and work exactly how I as a user would want it to behave. I'm also an avid bug-hunter,
taking the appropriate time to track and fix them.

Skills

Professional experience with multiple languages, including: C++11, C, AS3, Java, C#.
Strong knowledge programming on multiple platforms: Windows, Android, Linux, iOS, Flash.
Familiarity with multiple IDEs, including: Visual Studio, FlashDevelop, XCode, IntelliJ.
Experience in utilising common APIs: OpenGL, PhysX, QT, OpenGL ES, Direct X, JNI.
Professional experience with these tools: Jira, CMake, Tortoise SVN, PerForce, Mantis, Git, 

YouTrack.

Employment history

XPI Simulation Ltd – June 2017 – present; Software Engineer
• Tasked with executing changes to legacy code.
• Added PhysX 3 for vehicle movement and collision detection.
• Researched hybrid vehicle simulation in PhysX 3.
• Mentored a graduate coder.
• Made a Protocol Buffer interface to our software for the OmniCAV consortium.
• Became the AI expert, being the first to get it to work smoothly and not clog.
• Improved the IO code for our various and increasing controller options.

Yazino Technologies – March 2014 – November 2014; Software Engineer
Pharaoh's Tomb Blackjack and Slots Wheeldeal (AS3 – Android and browsers) – March 2014 to
November 2014

• Found bugs that were previously thought to be fixed. When that happened, I was able to
track them and properly fix them.

• Translated game features from Objective C.
• Implemented  and  fixed  various  features;  Language  localisation,  buddy  notifications,

platform-dependent popups, newly designed GUIs.

Team 17 Digital Ltd – December 2011 to December 2013; Programmer
Worms 2: Armageddon (C++, Java - Android) – June 2013 to October 2013

Worked alongside senior  programmers on a platform that  was new to the company,  to
develop a good understanding of it. Went on to write FAQ documentation.

Worms 3 (C++, Java, Obj-C - iOS and Android) – March 2013 to October 2013
• Added game-play features which customised the game to that device's market.
• Improved  my  communication  with  more  senior  coders  about  coding  standards  and

producers about desired functionality.
• Removed bugs found by our in-house testers and users, honing my bug documenting skills,

in code and in reports.

Worms on Facebook (AS3, C# - browsers and PC) – December 2011 to March 2013
• Developed the AI for Worms on Facebook, making it as efficient as the C++ variant, even in

ActionScript.
• Wrote the C# level maker for the designers.
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Iguana Entertainment Ltd – July 2011 to December 2011; Programmer
Worms on Facebook (AS3 - browsers) – September 2011 to December 2011

• Programmed the landscape deformation.
• Worked on features to gear this well-known game to a social-media market.

The Cube (C++ - PS3, Wii and 3DS) – July 2011 to September 2011
• Implemented mini games according the studio's and producers' agreed specification.
• Fixed several bugs, including graphical object orientation.

Independent Dreams Ltd – September 2008 to February 2011; Lead Programmer
Friends from university formed a start-up that I was part of in my final year of university. I worked
on three games:

• Pop Fiction, a platform game with a violent fairytale twist that needed sprites to appear like
part of a pop-up book (C++);

• Stream:Dual, 2D aerial-view game, with pixel-based lighting programmed to look 3D (C++);
• Tile Driver, a puzzle-based driving game that saw the user arrange road tiles to get a car

from A to B. Wrote a particle system to control the tiles (C++, C#).

Personal projects

MoCap Viewer - Motion Capture data clean-up tool - C++
• Updated and utilised my own menu code for use in this and other projects.
• Wrote algorithms for detecting and keeping vertices following their correct course.
• Wrote algorithms for filling in blank data.

3D Snake – C++
• Updated to share menu code framework.
• Added AI to play against.

The Scarlet Citadel – C++ Unix-based chat room, or Talker, developed on a Raspberry Pi
• Took over the code many years ago – made it more object-oriented.
• Fixed multiple bugs and memory leaks.
• Introduced multi-threading for DNS look-up.
• Been updating it to use std::strings and std::vectors instead of c-strings and linked lists.

Education
BSc in Computing Games Programming from Teesside University 2004-2009
Highlights for me were learning AI algorithms, working on a 3D adventure game for my final year
project, working on multi-player (client-server) code for that game, learning to work with artists and
designers  that  eventually  led  to  the  group  that  formed  Independent  Dreams  and  learning  to
program efficiently with limited hardware like that of the GP2X hand-held device.

References available on request

Hobbies
I am happy to ride public transport, and I'm a keen cyclist. My lone activities are often motivated by
music (nice and loud) and I love a good TV box set (or on-demand season) or film. I am quite a 
Christopher Nolan and JJ Abrams fan, and I like artists from multiple music genres, including Korn, 
The Corrs and John Williams. I like my gadgets, often customising them to assist me better. I have 
a multi-USB charger for this reason. Before the pandemic I was an integral part of the tech team at 
my church, and even now I edit the podcast.


